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Even the most astounding event can falter fast if the people manning the
front line aren’t up to scratch. From what they wear to how they greet
guests, the staff and performers you hire can make all the difference.
Sound & Stage quizzed Danielle Nay, managing director of Transformers
DXB, to learn more about harnessing the right human touch.

S&S: What does having the right staff do for an event? 
Think about the last time you went to a new restaurant. How were you greeted?
Were you even greeted at all? How did that first impression make you feel about the place? Warm and fuzzy? Irritated? Perhaps
even patronised? TripAdvisor is full of travellers complaining about restaurant and hotel staff: events are no different. Events are
ephemeral, so you only get once chance to make the right impression.

Consider front of house event staff (and even entertainers) as your brand ambassadors. They are critical to creating not only that
all-important first impression but also lasting memories.

That “takeout” can prove positive and valuable, if the staff are impressive and “on brand”. Equally, however, guests or delegates
will inevitably form a negative opinion of you/your brand/event if the staff are dreadful! The event registration process is a
familiar culprit: a chaotic check-in creates ill will before guests are through the door.

S&S: How can you do something a little different or attention-grabbing, without losing the event or brand’s
overall message?
There is no reason to compromise or dilute brand messaging;; think of your talent pool as assets — human props or tools — that
you can deploy to drive deeper engagement at every touch point within the overall event environment. 
Certainly at Transformers we specialise in weaving messaging into the fabric of our entertainment and uniforms (sometimes —
but not always — literally) to enhance the overall experience. The key is always to be relevant, with joined-up thinking.

S&S: Why do you think some companies may be wary of outsourcing event staff? 
There is a perception that promoters and hosts are expensive, lazy and too dumb to avoid saying the wrong thing. That’s
nonsense;; you just need to invest some time to get the casting right and to eliminate risk.

It’s a false economy to use your own staff as hosts throughout. They will deliver value by networking and having real business
conversations, rather than checking names off guest lists, giving directions to the bathroom and handing out goodie bags.

Article continues on next page...

S&S: What are the benefits of outsourcing to a temporary contractor?
If you’re hosting or producing an event you probably have a lot on your plate already. So outsourcing key event elements to
reliable vendors — who often have greater buying power — is important. In the case of event staff, success factors often include
punctuality and relevant experience, as well as (inevitably) good looks and charm.

A manager who procures event staff professionally is likely to be better placed to get you the right people, at the right price.
Don’t be afraid to introduce your own “implant” to brief, manage and keep an eye on the outsourced staff during the event,
though.

S&S: What are some of the rules to stick to when selecting and using a staff/entertainment supplier?
It’s essential to brief, drill and test the staff so that they understand the event objectives and can talk about the brand with
confidence and authority, in the correct language and tone of voice. Above all, be relevant. There’s nothing worse than a random
stilt walker wandering around looking pointless.

Triple confirm arrival, performance and end times, and allow enough time and space for the people to get ready. Budget to give
them food and drinks — you will get a better result from people who are neither hungry nor thirsty. Give a clear brief attire
(including skirt length, shoes and hosiery) and — if they are providing their own clothing — do ask to see photos in advance if
possible.
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S&S: Are there any trends right now in terms of what people want for staff/entertainment at their event? 
It’s really fun to dress up your event staff or to give them a distinctive accessory. I’ve been doing this for over 20 years but, up
until now, the region has been very safe and corporate. We are starting to see a shift towards more of a fun factor in corporate
and brand events.

We are always being asked for “new stuff” as, when it comes to entertainment, everybody wants fresh, out of the box ideas. We
are also being asked for a greater range of languages;; one of our top models/promoters is off to China for four months this
summer to learn Mandarin — she’s going to be very busy!

S&S: Why do you think these trends are occurring and how does it reflect the current state of the industry?
It’s inevitable that a maturing market will attract better talent from overseas. Our favourite clients have worked in culturally
sophisticated hubs like London, Milan, New York and LA, so they tend to be more imaginative and theatrical in their approach,
and have a better understanding of how live experiences can foster distinctiveness and differentiation for their brands.

S&S: How can people ensure safety and sufficient training when hiring in performers or staff for their event? 
Take the time to do a proper brand immersion for staff, led by a brand manager. General Motors excel at this and take it very
seriously. Before the Dubai Motor Show, for example, all staff spend half a day in training so that they understand the product
and how to talk about it. The event production or site manager should conduct a safety briefing for all staff working on site
during build and show days.

S&S: Do you think that the increasing popularity of technological elements will outweigh the need for human
staff at any point in the future?
Not at all. The human touch is incredibly important. We supply technological elements as standard, but having a charming and
well-informed host to drive engagement is the key to their success. For example, we now offer — alongside Social Mosa, our
Instagram and Twitter app — costume characters called Socialites, who wear iPads integrated into their costumes and display the
live feed. The Socialites wear headpieces with Instagram and Twitter icons and are proving hugely popular.

Article continues on next page...

Turning tricks
For something a little different at an event that’s guaranteed to break the ice, magic often proves a popular choice. During a
recent visit to Dubai, Sound & Stage caught up with Martti Vannas, a Finnish magician, host and MC who explained how clever
trickery can add a touch of magic to your event in more ways than one.

“My main area is corporate magic, which means magic for corporate clients at their events — staff events, client events, brand
launches and so on.

I incorporate myself in the corporation so I’m kind of like a sales person – I can use their products, messages, logos, values, their
giveaways in the magic. I do table-to-table tricks and walkabout magic but also stage magic, which means I perform for the
whole audience with a PA system, from hundreds up to several thousands of guests depending on the event.

Sometimes I disguise myself as a waiter or something, so guests will first of all think I’m working at the event then the magic
starts happening. The walkabout style can be done in a trade show setting, cocktail reception, gala dinner, buffet — any kind of
venue really so long as there are people.

It’s good as it doesn’t actually prolong the event, it takes place among everything else – people can keep dining, conversing and
networking. Most importantly, any event performance has to be entertaining.

You have to make people laugh, enjoy it and smile. You can have a strong message incorporated into the laughter — a new
product, the company logo or even just its values — if you combine the entertainment with a message it creates a strong link.”

To find out more about Martti, click here.
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At a recent 1980s-themed event, our Addicted to 
Love girls reappeared in a Dynasty skit, Robert 
Palmer reappeared as Patrick Swayze in a Dirty 
Dancing display (complete with the famous lift) 
and our Madonna living table act leapt out of 
her table to dance on stage and with guests.

7. Technology
In a land where the buzzword is SMART, clients 
frequently look for fresh ways to introduce tech-
nology to events. It might be as simple as iPad 
registration. Often, it’s about reskinning an old 
technology and finding a new application for 
it. Our Digital Graffiti Wall is a perfect example. 
Similarly, we’ve staged many interactive, themed 
quizzes — big on fun and pictures — arming 
guests with an interactive voting keypad, which 
can be branded. This can totally change the 
atmosphere in a stuffy ballroom. 

Of course there are plenty of new event apps 
out there too. Our hero product is Social Mosa, 
which displays twitter and Instagram messages 
(including video) in beautifully dynamic, ani-
mated form. The app is customised in the cli-
ent’s brand colours and fonts, including Arabic.

8. Put your guests to work
The simplest way is with a dress code. This 
might be as simple as dressing to match the 
colour scheme. This will bring harmony to your 
event and the guests become part of the overall 
styling, saving you some budget along the way.
For a more casual celebration we often suggest 

an accessory: a mask, hat or wig serves as an 
instant ice-breaker or talking point. You can 
even do both — “Dress Code: black... and a wig” 
is always a winner. 

Guests can also become part of the enter-
tainment, by competing in a team activity. We 
mentioned quizzes above we’ve also staged 
digital Pictionary, giant snakes and ladders, and 
pop-up karaoke lounges. 

9. Create a selfie moment
Continuing the theme of extracting value from 
your audience, guests are all on social media, so 
think of them like members of the press. They 
can help you spread key messages accurately 
because they’ve experienced your communica-
tion first-hand. So why not give them a reason 
to share?

Costume characters are not only interactive 
but also highly shareworthy. In the simplest 
mechanic, they’ll encourage your guests to snap 
a hashtagged selfie to drive brand and event 
awareness, rewarding them with a branded 
gift or lollipop. Photo and video booths with a 
social terminal also work well.

10. Have fun with graphics
Do pop up banners make you shudder? Why 
not consider new ways to convey key messages?. 
Brand the staff with hats carrying your logo or 
use their T-shirts to display the running order 
for the event. A humble photo booth can also 
earn its keep by providing a media space to fill 
with funky graphics. 

Apply imaginative graphics to a traditional 
checkerboard dancefloor, or to LED furniture, 
to transform it into a powerful piece of design. 
Edible couture (macaroons and cupcakes) can 
be branded in fondant lettering or printed rice 
paper. Even on a challenged budget, we always 
try to find a little more time and budget for 
graphic design, so that even simple things like 
wayfinding can become memorable. 

To find out more about Danielle and what her 

company does visit www.thetransformers.me

IN THE KNOW

ily “I wish you could have been there; they had 
this amazing thing…”? At Transformers, we are 
obsessed with The Amazing Thing. The talking 
point; the photo opportunity, the elusive ‘wow 
factor’. Perhaps it’s a single giant prop, a hand-
painted trompe l’oeil fascia for a temporary 
structure, a rotating dancefloor, a performance, 
pink poodles, or a 360-degree Watchout projec-
tion. Whatever it is, it will get people talking, 
to the extent that they don’t even notice the 
banal elements.

4. Repeat. Repeat. Repeat.
Repetition is the counterpoint to the single 
amazing thing. Repetition takes its cue from art 
installations — using multiple identical objects, 
regularly spaced, to dramatic effect. 

Top Dubai agency DABO & CO deployed this 
technique at the brand launch of beauty retailer 
Woojooh (formerly Faces). In one space, dozens 
of batoola (metal masks worn by women in 
the Middle East) were mounted on a wall of 
black felt. Each mask contained in its empty 
space a backlit graphic of kohl-lined eyes. This 
was simple, beautiful, relevant art direction 
at its best. 

Balloon décor, often dismissed as cheap and 
nasty, can be delivered with great imagination 
and design flair. This usually entails using a lot of 
identical balloons, in a single colour, to decorate 
large surfaces. The best exponent of artistic 
balloon decor, for us, is Fiona Leahy Design in 
the UK. Fiona has almost singlehandedly made 
balloons fashionable again, even using helium 
versions for table numbering.

5. Ditch the flowers
Your one amazing thing might be flowers. But, 
if you don’t have budget for truly fabulous floral 
installations, consider ditching them to make a 
style statement. Instead, try using sculptures, 
bell jars… or balloons! We love creating bespoke 
versions of laser-cut acrylic LED-lit table cen-
trepieces, but the 1m candelabra — a contem-
porary twist on a classic — remains the most 
popular choice, closely followed by Tree and 
Burj Khalifa. En masse, in a ballroom, these can 
look spectacular. 

6. Interactive performance
Our strolling poet, Ben Shakespeare, who de-
buted at a GAP event in Dubai, composes four-
line poems on an iPad, which are then displayed 
on screen and printed for guests to keep. At a 
recent art-themed event, our statuesque host-
esses wore blank canvas gowns (and palette 
hats) for guests to paint on, creating a kind of 
human guestbook or living graffiti wall. 

Wherever possible, book performers who can 
multi-task and really earn their fee! Circus acts 
tend to be multi-disciplined: stilt walkers might 
reappear as jugglers, or aerialists as fire dancers. 

Danielle Nay

Fiona Leahy’s balloon design
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